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Abstract

A Normalized Area-compliance method has been shown to be able to predict the depth of an elliptical surface crack in a cylindrical

rod. The method involves a combination of optical surface crack length measurement and specimen compliance measurement. Finite

element analysis was employed to show that the specimen compliance has a one-to-one correspondence with the Normalized Area

(NA) or Normalized Harmonic Mean Radius (NHMR) independent of crack depth and crack aspect ratio and with the crack shape and

specimen dimension for a range of crack and specimen dimensions. Based on the finite element analysis, master curves of Normalized

Compliance versus Normalized Area have been generated for surface-cracked rod under tension with ends free or constrained from

rotation. The accuracy of crack depth prediction using this method has been verified by fractography of fatigue cracked rods.

Moreover, fatigue crack growth behaviour deduced from this crack depth measurement agrees well with the crack growth data

obtained from the standard compact tension specimen.
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1. Introduction

Cylindrical shaped components such as pins, bolts,

reinforcement wires and shafts are commonly used in

engineering structures. Under repeated loading, cracks may

develop at the surface and grow across the section.

Recently, it has been shown that surface cracked rod

specimen offered a cost-effective way for evaluating fatigue

crack propagation properties [1]. Experimental investi-

gation plays an important role in understanding the crack

growth behavior, to validate the stress intensity factor

solutions [2] and in structural integrity assessment involving

these cracks. Owing to the three dimensional nature of the

part-through surface cracks, accurate measurement of the

crack front profile is often difficult and indirect. Periodic

beach marking had been used to reveal the crack fronts

[2–4]. Confocal scanning laser microscopy [5] and electro-

magnetic method [6] can give accurate crack dimension.
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The former was able to measure cracks as small as

10–100 mm. The latter was shown to be accurate to within

0.03–0.17 mm of the actual depth of a surface crack.

However, these kinds of technique cannot offer in situ real

time measurement. Potential Drop (PD) technique using

alternating current [7–9], direct [10–13] and reversing direct

current [14] had been employed to give real time

measurement. Since different crack shape and crack depth

combination may produce the same potential drop across a

particular region, multiple probe sites are generally needed

to define the crack profile [15]. These involved expensive

equipment and the set-up were susceptible to electromag-

netic and other interferences [16,17]. Typical errors

involved in these crack depth measurement are 10–20%.

In this work, a simple method involving conventional low

cost compliance monitoring plus optical measurement is

proposed and will be shown to give a crack depth resolution

of 0.03 mm and an accuracy of 0.08 mm in practical cases.
2. Compliance method for surface crack measurement

Experimental results suggested that surface cracks in

cylindrical rods can be adequately described by
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Nomenclature

a depth of a surface crack in mm

b semi-major axis of an elliptical crack in mm

C characteristic compliance

CMOD crack mouth opening displacement at point O

in mm

D rod diameter in mm

E Young’s modulus in GPa

2L rod length in mm

NA normalized area

NHMR normalized harmonic mean radius

2S surface arc length of a crack in mm

X normalized compliance at point B

3B back-face strain at point B

q off-axis angle from the centerline
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a semi-elliptical profile [2,18,19]. Fig. 1 shows the

schematic of such a crack. To uniquely define the crack

front, we need information about the crack shape (such as

the aspect ratio a/b) and a crack dimension (such as surface

crack length 2S or crack depth a). Optical measurement can

only give the surface crack length. Compliance is an easily

measured quantity and it reflects the size of the crack

relative to the net-section area. However, the relative crack

size and hence the compliance are again a function of

crack shape and crack depth. It has been shown that the PD

across a surface crack may be uniquely related to a single

parameter called the Normalized Harmonic Mean Radius

(NHMR) under different combination of crack aspect ratios

and crack depths [20]. The NHMR is defined as:

NHMR Z

ð
G

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dx2 Cdy2

q �
D

ð
G

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dx2 Cdy2

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 Cy2

p (1)

where D, G, x, y are respectively, the rod diameter, the

integration path along the crack front and the co-ordinates

on the cracked area.

The same NHMR parameter will be used in correlating

the compliance. Moreover, a Normalized Area (NA) is also

introduced and used in correlating the compliance as well.

The Normalized Area is simpler to compute than the NHMR

and is defined as:

NA Z 4Ac=pD2 (2)

where Ac is the area of the surface crack.

Finite element method as well as empirical calibration

has been used to check whether the compliance has a one-

to-one correspondence with the NA or NHMR under

different crack depths and aspect ratios. Once this is

established, a measurement of the compliance of a surface

cracked sample will allow the NA or NHMR to be obtained.

Together with the surface crack length data, the shape and

size of a surface crack can then be inferred.
Fig. 1. Nomenclature used for an elliptical surface crack.
3. Numerical analysis of the compliance

The relations between compliance and Normalized Area

or Normalized Harmonic Mean Radius under different crack

aspect ratios, crack depths, specimens Young’s modulus
and dimensions were analyzed by the finite element method.

The sensitivity of the compliance–Normalized Area relation

to perturbation in the location of compliance measurement

has also been examined.

3.1. Finite element model

Semi-elliptic cracks in cylindrical rod subjected to

tension were considered. The finite element package

ABAQUS was employed for analysis. Owing to symmetry,

only one quarter of the rod was analyzed. Twenty-node

isoparametric three-dimensional elements were employed

while collapsed quarter point elements [22] were used along

the crack tip. The stress/strain fields of a cracked rod with

diameter DZ15 mm and half-rod length LZ45 mm were

computed. The Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio of the

material were taken to be 200 GPa and 0.3, respectively.

Axial tensile stress was applied to the end of the rod. Two

boundary conditions have been considered: an end-free one

where the ends are free to rotate and an end-constrained one

where the last layer of elements at the rod end was

constrained to move in the axial direction without

rotation. The element dimensions were gradually

refined until the solution converged to a consistent value.

For the end-constrained case, the length of the constrained

region was also varied to obtain a convergent solution. The

constrained end length chosen was 1 mm for a half-rod

length of 45 mm.
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The compliance C of a cracked specimen may be based

on any representative displacement which reflects the effect

of the crack. In the current work, compliance values for each

crack configuration were computed using the back-face

strain 3B at point B:
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where s is the nominal axial stress in the rod in MPa.

Besides the back-face strain, the crack mouth opening

displacement (CMOD) at point O (see Fig. 1) can also

reflect the specimen compliance. The quantity CMOD/s

will be in direct proportion to the specimen compliance and

has been employed in the current work as well.

The Normalized Area (NA) and normalized harmonic

mean radius (NHMR) were computed using Eqs. (1) and (2).
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Fig. 2. Back-face compliance for different crack aspect ratios correlated in

terms of (a) crack depth ratio; (b) Normalized Area and (c) Normalized

Harmonic Mean Radius.
3.2. Effect of crack aspect ratio a/b

Fig. 2(a) shows the compliance obtained from the back-

face strain versus crack depth ratio (a/D) for different crack

aspect ratios (a/b). The crack aspect ratios spanned from a

straight edged crack (a/bZ0) to a semi-circular crack

(a/bZ1). As crack depth increases, compliance drops

gradually at first. The drop becomes more abrupt when

a/D is greater than 0.5. As the crack aspect ratio (a/b)

increases from 0 to 0.3, there is only a slight change in

compliance. Compliance changes more abruptly as crack

aspect ratio is approaching unity. Fig. 2(b) and (c) show the

above compliance data in terms of Normalized Area and

Normalized Mean Harmonic Radius, respectively. It can be

seen that in either cases all the data fall nearly onto a single

curve. The solid lines in Fig. 2(b) and (c) were obtained by

polynomial fitting to all the data. When correlated in terms

of the Normalized Area (NA) (Fig. 2(b)), the worst case

deviation from the fitted curve is 1% and it occurs at a/bZ1.

If crack depth under this configuration is to be deduced from

the fitted polynomial, an error of 0.11 mm will occur. When

correlated with NHMR (Fig. 2(c)), the maximum deviation

from the fitted curve is 1.3%, which corresponds to an error

of 0.19 mm in crack depth. For a=b%0:6, the maximum

error in derived crack depth is smaller than 0.06 mm.

Fortunately, finite element analysis [18,21] and experimen-

tal investigations [2,19,23] indicated that the aspect ratio of

surface cracks with different initial crack shapes tends to fall

between 0.5 and 0.7 when a/DO0.5. This corresponds to a

maximum error of 0.02 mm. If the compliance based on the

crack mouth opening is used (Fig. 3), the above discussion

still holds and the degree of accuracy is similar. Thus, it is a

matter of convenience how to choose to measure the

compliance. In the current experimental work, back-face

strain was monitored and compliance will be based only on

the back-face strain in the following discussion.
3.3. Effect of Young’s modulus and end constraint

The compliance of a cracked shaft depends not only on

the crack geometry but also on the Young’s modulus (E) of

the shaft material. However, a single master compliance-

NA curve can be obtained by introducing a Normalized
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Fig. 3. Crack-mouth compliance for different crack aspect ratios correlated

in terms of (a) crack depth ratio; (b) Normalized Area and (c) Normalized

Harmonic Mean Radius.
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Compliance X:

X ¼
E3B

1000s
(4)

where E is in GPa and s is in MPa.

Fig. 4 shows the finite element results of the Normalized

Compliance data for a typical steel specimen (EZ200 GPa)
and a typical aluminum alloy specimen (EZ70 GPa) for

NA!0.6. Both specimens have ends free to rotate. The

master curve for this end-free condition can be described by

Eq. (5). The degree of curve fitting polynomial was so

chosen as to give an error within 0.5% of the numerical

results. With the current description, the maximum

deviation of individual data from the master curve is 0.46%.
(i)
 K3.0!X%0.95 or 0.04%NA!0.54 (End-free con-

dition):

NA Z 0:32141 K0:13733X K2:99512!10K2X2

K3:09777!10K2X3 K5:35842!10K2X4

K3:6832!10K2X5 K1:18526!10K2X6

K1:81867!10K3X7 K1:07638!10K4X8
(ii)
 K17.0!X%K3.0 or 0.54%NA!0.74 (End-free con-

dition):

NA Z 0:40272 K5:91933!10K2X K5:30398

!10K3X2 K2:62949!10K4X3

K5:15889!10K6X4 (5)
If the end rotation is constrained in cases such as testing

the rod specimen with hydraulic grips, the Normalized

Compliance X can be related to the NA by:
(i)
 K2.0!X%0.95 or 0.04%NA!0.54 (End-constrained

condition):

NA Z0:34167K0:174981X K0:10034X2 C2:62825

!10K2X3 C0:15304X4 C1:87761!10K2X5

K0:149421X6 K0:10801X7 K2:21154!10K2X8
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Fig. 6. Effect of off-axis strain gage on the Normalized Compliance–

Normalized Area relationship.
The above end constrained curve is shown as broken line

in Fig. 4. As expected, the end constrained case has a larger

compliance than the end free case at the same NA. This

difference become more marked when NA is larger than 0.4.

3.4. Effect of specimen diameter and length

Fig. 5(a) compares the compliance–Normalized Area

relation for cracked rod specimens with diameters equal to

5, 10 and 15 mm. The length (2L) of the specimen is 90 mm

in all cases. All data fall onto the same curve with negligible

discrepancy between different cases.

Fig. 5(b) examines the effect of specimen length. The

specimen diameter is kept constant at 15 mm while the

specimen half length to diameter ratio (L/D) varies from 1 to

5. The compliance results for L/DZ3 and 5 are basically the

same. The maximum deviation of the NA at L/DZ1 from

that at L/DZ3 is 0.9% and this corresponds to an error of

0.08 mm in crack depth.

3.5. Sensitivity of compliance data

to the measurement location

In the current work, the compliance-NA master curve is

computed using the back-face strain at the centerline

bisecting the crack. In practical monitoring, the strain

gage may be stuck off axis due to error in locating the

centerline. It is also possible that unevenness may occur in

surface crack initiation so that the resulting crack may not

be exactly aligned with the expected centerline. Fig. 6

compares some off axis (at an angle q) compliance with that

at the centerline for a series of crack depths while the crack

aspect ratio was fixed at a/bZ0.6. The angle q is as defined

in the inset in Fig. 6. Since the nodal points in the

neighborhood of the central point B are not situated at

exactly the same angular position q in different meshes, the

values of q for different crack depths are slightly different.

Nevertheless, the comparison in Fig. 6 suggests that strain

measurements at an off-axis angle q up to w48 does not

cause any significant error. The maximum error in NA so

deduced is 0.3%. It occurs at a value of NA of 0.6 and

corresponds to an error of 0.03 mm in the deduced crack

depth. When the off-axis angle increases to w12–168 the

error in compliance under the same NA increases as

expected. The maximum error is associated with the largest

off-axis angle at the highest NA, and it corresponds to an

error of 0.24 mm in the deduced crack depth.
3.6. Effect of crack shape

In the above finite element analysis, a semi-elliptical

crack front has been assumed throughout. This crack shape



Fig. 7. Effect of deviation from elliptical crack shape on the Normalized

Compliance–Normalized Area relationship.
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agrees well with a number of independent experimental

observations [2,19]. However, under certain circumstances,

the surface crack front may not ‘behave well’ and become

non-elliptical. For example, the photograph in Fig. 7 shows

the fatigue fracture surface of a cold drawn rod that has not

undergone stress relief treatment. Residual stress in the rod

makes the crack front deviate from semi-elliptical shape as

the crack depth increases. The crack fronts, designated case

1–6, have been digitized and input to the finite element model

to calculate their respective compliance. The compliance

versus NA data is compared against those for an elliptical

crack. Maximum discrepancy in NA occurs in case 5, which

deviates from the elliptical case by 1.3%. From this example

it can be seen the relationship between compliance and NA is

quite robust. The difference is not marked even where there is

large deviation in crack shape from being elliptical.

However, under this situation, the deduction of crack depth

is rather meaningless. This is a limitation common to all

indirect methods for deducing the surface crack dimension.
4. Comparison with experimental measurements
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Fig. 8. Typical compliance trace for identification of crack closure.
4.1. Experimental procedure

Cylindrical rod specimens with length 2LZ200 mm and

diameter DZ14.97 mm were machined from 15 mm

diameter AISI 304 stainless steel rod stock (Exp 1–5) and

18 mm thickness AISI 304 stainless steel plate stock (Exp

6–8), respectively. Semi-elliptical surface starter notches

with different aspect ratios were created on the rod specimen

via electric discharge machining using a thin circular copper

foil electrode. To relieve the residual stresses before testing,

Specimen Exp 4–8 have been solution treated in vacuum at

1050 8C for one hour followed by quick cooling in a

continuous supply of argon stream.

The rod specimens were tested with a pair of rigid

hydraulic grips to simulate the end-constrained condition.
In all cases, a gripping length of 35 mm was adopted at each

end. Surface crack length was monitored with a rotary

traveling microscope to a resolution of 0.026 mm on a

15 mm diameter specimen. On all specimens, instantaneous

crack fronts were recorded periodically by creating beach

marking using a waveform that has the same maximum but

with the amplitude reduced to 30% of the instantaneous

baseline loading. Load shedding was applied to Exp 1, Exp

2 and Exp 4 to maintain a constant DK condition at the

deepest interior point A. Constant amplitude loading was

employed for the other specimens. A loading ratio of 0.1

was used for all loading cases.
4.2. Effect of crack closure

In a real life fatigue crack, premature crack closure will

occur. For a surface crack, the phenomenon of crack closure

is highly complex [25–28]. Crack closure is heavier on the

surface than in the interior. The overall compliance of the

specimen will be affected as crack closure develops. In fact,

compliance change aided by an offset procedure is a widely

used technique to measure the point of crack opening and

closure [24–26]. This technique is employed in the current

work. A strain gage straddling the crack at the tip region

(Point G) was used to reflect the crack closure on the

surface. A back-face gage, sticking at point B in Fig. 1, was

used to reflect the bulk closure. This bulk closure is more

representative of the closure in the interior [25,26]. On

unloading, the slope of the back-face compliance trace starts

to change as closure at the surface begins to occur. It is

continuously changing as closure spreads from the surface

to the interior. The point on the compliance trace that

corresponds to a fully closed crack is taken as the crack

closure load for the deepest interior point [27].

A typical compliance trace of normalized load versus

normalized back-face strain is shown in Fig. 8. Two marked

turning points are evident. If the offset procedure [24,25]

is used, the turning points are even more well-defined.
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These turning points may be attributed to the closure of

crack at the surface point G and the deepest interior point A,

respectively. The plane stress condition prevailed near the

specimen surface will lead to a heavier plastic deformation

and an earlier closure at the surface point G than that at the

interior point A. Dawicke et al. [27] and Troha et al. [28]
Fig. 9. Fracture surface appearance of (a and b) as received; (c) solution

annealed specimens to show the effect of stress-relief heat treatment on the

development of crack shapes.
also observed a similar phenomenon. In the presence of

crack closure, it is clear that the compliance used for crack

length deduction must be carefully chosen from the

compliance trace. In the current work, compliance data

were computed from the unloading portion of the load-strain

curve above the first turning point.
4.3. Effect of residual stress

It has been pointed out before that residual stress in the

specimen will have a great impact on the development of

crack shape. In the current experimental work, the first

specimens were tested in the as-received condition and

highly irregular crack shapes resulted (see Exp 1 and Exp 2

in Fig. 9). Later on solution anneal treatment was applied to

relief the residual stresses before testing and much more

regular crack shapes were obtained (see Exp 8 in Fig. 9).
4.4. Comparison between numerical

and experimental results

In the current experimental set-up, the hydraulic grips

constrained the end rotation of the specimens. Experimen-

tally measured compliance versus NA curve and finite

element results are both presented in Fig. 10. As expected, at

small crack size, the end-free and end-constrained results do

not differ significantly. These two results become distinct

for NAR0.4. On the other hand, experimental data in

general agree well with the numerical results for the end-

constrained case for NA smaller than 0.7. Above an NA of

0.7, experimental data from specimens tested under constant

amplitude loading (Exp 3 and Exp 5–8) start to deviate from

the FEM results. Data from specimens tested under the load

shedding condition (Exp 1, Exp 2 and Exp 4) show distinct

deviation from the FEM results only at NAO0.85. Such

deviations are probably caused by the extensive plastic zone

in the remaining ligament. The degree of plastic defor-

mation is reduced under a decreasing load test and so
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Fig. 12. Comparison of fatigue growth rates of surface cracks in four

cylindrical rods with those of long cracks in three standard compact tension

specimens.

Fig. 11. (a) highlighted beach marking and (b) comparison between

predicted and measured crack depths in specimen Exp 8.
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the corresponding deviation from the elastic FE analysis is

prominent only at a larger NA. Within the typical data

acquisition range (0.1!NA!0.7) in a fatigue crack

propagation test, the differences between experimental

and numerical NA are typically smaller than 0.012 under

the same compliance. In the worst case, the maximum

difference in NA is 0.076 and it occurs at NAZ0.85. It is

interesting to note that the measured compliance-NA

relationship holds well even for non- elliptical crack shapes

(Exp 1 and 2, see Fig. 9).

Fig. 11(a) shows the highlighted beach marking on the

fracture surface of a typical specimen (Exp 8). Fig. 11(b)

compares the measured crack depth for each of the

corresponding beach markings with the crack depth

predicted using the compliance and surface crack length.

Errors tend to be larger at the beginning and at the end of the

test. In the former case, the crack shape has not yet been

well developed. In the latter, increasing degree of plastic

deformation and deviation from the assumed elliptical shape

contribute to the increasing error. Nevertheless, the majority

percentage errors are within G1% and the worst-case error

is 1.7%. The average percentage error among all the stress
relieved specimens tested is 0.57%, which corresponds to an

average error of 0.082 mm in crack depth.

Finally, Fig. 12 compares the fatigue crack growth rates

of surface cracks in four cylindrical rods with those of the

long through cracks in three compact tension specimens in

terms of the effective stress intensity ranges. Crack growth

rate at the surface point G is derived from surface crack

length measurement. Growth rate at the deepest interior

point A is derived from the crack depth inferred from the

compliance method mentioned above. The effective stress

intensity ranges are calculated using the closed form stress

intensity solution reported elsewhere [2] and taking into

account of crack closure. It can be seen that the surface

crack growth results from both the surface and the deepest

points agree with each other and with the compact tension

data as well. Thus the direct prediction of crack depth and

the indirect comparison through the crack growth data both

suggest that the compliance method for deducing the surface

crack depth is a viable technique.
5. Conclusions
(1)
 The compliance versus the Normalized Area relation-

ships for a cracked cylindrical rod under tension are

practically independent of the crack aspect ratio, crack

depth, Young’s modulus, specimen diameter, crack

shape and specimen length provided the specimen half

length to diameter ratio is larger than or equal to 3.
(2)
 The compliance versus Normalized Area relationship is

significantly affected by the end constraint condition of

the specimen. It is also affected by specimen length if

the specimen half length to diameter ratio is smaller

than unity.
(3)
 The experimental compliance versus Normalized Area

relationship agrees with the curve derived using finite

element analysis.
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(4)
 If the crack profile is semi-elliptical, by measuring the

compliance and the surface crack length, the crack

depth can be deduced from a compliance-NA master

curve to within 2% or 0.082 mm of the measured depth

on average.
(5)
 Crack growth data deduced from this crack depth

measurement agrees well with the crack growth data

obtained from the standard compact tension specimen.
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